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“An Introduction to 
Sledding” 



 

What you need to get started in sledding 
 
 
The prices are approximate and vary between manufacturers 
 
 
Racing Harness .................................................................. $45.00 

Limited Slip Collar ............................................................... $12.00 - $16.00 

One Dog Tug Line ............................................................... $22.00 

Two Dog Line & Neck Line .................................................. $33.00 

One Dog Stake ................................................................... $28.00 

Stake out Lines  - Four Dog ................................................ $85.00 

Booties ................................................................................ $4.00 – $9.00 

Bike Or Scooter .................................................................. Scooter prices start around $300  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For your sledding needs contact the following outfitters. 
 
Windchill Dog Gear  ................................................... KickBike Australia 
Ralph & Sandy Koch  ................................................... Chris & Rachel Cobb 
(03) 97148540  ................................................... (02) 62424042 or 0417450565 
Email: windchill@bigpond.com.au ................................................ Email: Shyvarne@bigpond.net.au 
Web: www.windchill.com.au  ................................................... Web: www.kickbike.com  
 
 
 
 

Other Sites of Interest 
 

www.shcnsw.org.au 
 
 

www.dogsnsw.com.au 
 
 

http://www.assa.asn.au



 

2010 Calendar of Events 
 

 

 
MAY 10 
1st  SCHNSW Introduction to Sledding and Mush-Up 
22nd  SCHNSW Dash in the Dark 
 
 
JUNE 10 
5-6th  White Flash Bash (SA) 
5/6/7th  Margaret River Sleddog Masters (WA) 
12/13/14th  Underra Sled Dog Dash (Vic) 
12/12/14th  Hunter Valley Long Weekend Bash (NSW) 
19-20th  SHCNSW Grabine Classic –(NSW) 
26-27th  Goldseekers Goldrush (VIC) 
T.B.A Northern Exposure Classic (QLD) 
 
 
JULY 10 
10-11th  Wild Dog Derby (SA) 
10-11th  WASSA Race Chidlow Race (WA) 
T.B.A Hunter Valley Sled Dog Sprint  
24-25th  SHCNSW Sled Dog Shield (NSW) 
 
 
AUGUST 10 
14-15th  A5000 Advance Sled Dog Challenge (VIC) 
21-22nd  Canberra Sled Dog Classic (ACT) 
28th  SHCNSW Mushdown (NSW) 
28-29th  Dwellingup Dash (WA) 
 
 

 
 



 

 

HISTORY OF SLED DOG RACING 
By Ann Cook  Story taken in part from “the New Complete Siberian Husky” by Michael Jennings 

 
Sled Dogs have been used for transportation 
of freight for centuries, but the sport of sled 
dog racing began as an outgrowth of the 
Alaskan gold rush.  At the time, the 
atmosphere was right for the spawning of a 
new sport.  Prospectors, gamblers and 
adventure seekers populated the small 
outposts of the territory.  They encouraged 
information competition between local “dog 
punchers” who brought mail, passengers and 
supplies from town to town.  Eventually, more 
formal races resulted, culminating in the first 
running of the All Alaska Sweepstakes in 
Nome in 1908. 
 
Sled dogs imported from Siberian made their 
racing debut the following year in the 1909 All 
Alaska Sweepstakes.  Initially their smaller 
size and tractability made onlookers sceptical 
of their ability to win races, but it didn’t take 
very long before the Siberian Huskies proved 
the sceptics wrong.  Demand for the breed 
increased in the next decade when John 
Johnson and Leonard Seppala won the 
sweepstakes with their Siberian Teams.  
Then, in 1925, the Serum Run, the great 
raced for life focused public attention on sled 
dog teams and introduced both racking and 
the Siberian Husky to the entirety of North 
America. 
 
During the 1920’s, the sport of sled dog 
racing spread across Alaska, reached both 
north western and eastern Canada and took 
hold in the eastern, western and north central 
states of the US Maine, New Hampshire and 
New York joined the growing list of states 
holding races.  While Arthur Walden and his 
team of Chinook dogs dominated New 
England races held between 1922 and 1926, 
in 1927, Leonard Seppala, on tour with forty-
four Siberian Huskies (as a result of the 
Serum Run publicity) accepted Waldens 
challenge to race at Polar Spring, Maine.  
Seppala defeated Walden, and this upset 
created interest in Siberian Huskies on the 
part of eastern team owners. 
 
Many early Alaskan teams were owned by 
explorers, mining companies, and other 
commercial concerns.  The dogs were trained 
and worked by hired drivers.  Freighting, not 

racing, was the reason for keeping dogs.  
When entered in a race, teams were 
sponsored by their owners.  Perhaps a high 
placing in a race had some favourable 
reflection on the company, but racing was 
simply a pastime, something to gamble on.  
In the eastern US and Canada, team owners 
were often innkeepers, like Mrs Ricker, and 
teams were used to give tourists rids.  The 
beautiful and exotic Siberian Huskies were a 
better lure for tourists’ dollars then the mixed-
breed dogs.  In addition, the Siberians were 
faster than the later freight-type dogs 
common to the east at the time and so were 
an ideal breed to race.  It wasn’t long before 
sled dog races became a part of May winter 
carnivals and spectators brought up pups 
from team owners, only to find themselves 
becoming involved in the sport. 
 
In the last 30 years, the sport of sled dog 
racing has continued to grow.  There are over 
200 sled dog clubs and race-giving 
organisations throughout the world.  Some 
organisations such as the New England Sled 
Dog Club or the Mid Atlantic Sled Dog Racing 
Association offer a full slate of races 
throughout the winter season.  Other 
organisations only hold one race, such as the 
Lakes Region Sled Dog Club, who’s famous 
World Championship Sled Dog Derby has 
provided world class races with seven 
decades of competition. 
 
Small clubs offer races with classes limited to 
2 to 8 dogs.  These races attract novice or 
recreational drivers.  Anyone who can 
manage a team of dogs is welcome, and 
there are often “how to sled” clinics and junior 
events for children, so a family can have a full 
day of fun.  In regions were snow is scarce, 
many enthusiasts race their teams on sandy 
or dirt trails using a 3 or 4 wheeled cart 
known as a “rig”.  So no matter what country 
one lives in, everyone can experience the 
world of sled dog racing. 



 

A GUIDE TO COMMON DOG MUSHING COMMANDS 
 

Where a command is coupled with a dog’s name, the dog’s name may be used first to gain the 
attention of the particular dog. 
 
 
GEE! ............................ Command to turn right. Pronounced GEE as in JEEP. 
HAW! ........................... Command to turn left. 
COME GEE ................. Command to turn right 180 degrees. 
COME HAW ................ Command to turn left 180 degrees. 
E-A-S-Y ....................... Command to slow down. 
HIKE! ........................... Command to go faster or pick up speed. 
LINE-OUT .................... Coupled with a name, demand for a tighter tug line while team is standing      

out in front.  
OKAY .......................... Command to go! 
ON TRACK .................. Command to remain on the defined path 
ON BY ......................... Command to pass a distraction or intersection. 
PICK-IT-UP .................. Coupled with a name, demand for a tighter tug line while working. 
STAND ........................ Command to stand 
STAY ........................... Command to stay. 
STRAIGHT AHEAD ..... Command to proceed straight forward. 
WHOA ......................... Command to slow right down and prepare to stop. 
NO! .............................. Immediate correctional statement. 
 

 

 

 

All commands should be 
used sparingly but 
meaningfully to avoid the 
"BLA BLA FACTOR" 
Constant idle chattering to 
the sled dog or team will 
more often than not 
encourage it to switch off to 
the meaningful instructions 
given by the musher. 
 
Praise should be given 
when a dog has done well, 
not for the sake of giving 
praise. Team spirit can be 
lifted on the trail during 
periods of hard work by the 
use of praise. 
 
Dogs should be watered a few hours before a 
harness run. This helps ensure adequate 
hydration and allows time for the water to be 
absorbed into the system. Water can be flavour 
baited to encourage the dog to drink. It is now a 
well accepted practice that the sled dogs daily 
food ration is presented in more or less a soup 
form. Not only does this provide for optimal 

absorption of nutrients, but also 
this method of feeding 
encourages the dog to drink 
water when offered. 
Be constant, try to adhere to a 
constant pattern of behaviour 
and preparation prior to and 
while working dogs in harness. 
Dogs possess a very acute 
sense of picking up queues, or 
subtle indicators of a drivers 
intent. Remember, queues are 
subtle often subconscious 
indicators, whereas commands 
demand immediate response. 
 
As both temperature and 
humidity can play a role in heat 

stress, take these actors into account when 
working your dog in harness. Current Australian 
race rules call for race cancellation if the 
temperature reaches 15 degrees Celsius or over. 
As race situations and rules may well differ from 
various training regimes, working practices and 
other sled dog related activities, use a little extra 
caution if working your dogs in harness in warmer 



 

temperatures. For example reduce the amount of 
work by lessening the distances. 
 

Learn to read your dogs, they are the best 
indicators, and will always offer signals and signs 
to the driver of how they are Feeling. Fat dogs will 
overheat more readily than lean dogs, and are 
thus more vulnerable to stress under working 
conditions. Any excess condition should be 
gradually reduced prior to working a dog in 
harness. Harness work should lead toward 
muscle building, and tile development of an 
increased lung capacity amongst other things, not 
used primarily as a mechanism Focussed upon 
weight reduction.  Overweight dogs are also more 
exposed to injury caused by solid exercise than 
are lean dogs. Good and responsible dog care 
MUST ALWAYS be paramount in importance. 
 
Sled dog races can be won or lost on the trail in 
the twinkling of an eye by the observation, or non- 
observation of TRAIL MARKERS . As the simplest 
error can have the most extreme result 
Familiarisation with the following is not the 
guarantee of a race win, but at least it may help 
minimise trail errors -the rest is up to the dog 
musher. 
 
• TRAIL MARKERS in races should all be around 
30cm in diameter or length per side. They may be 
round or square in shape. 
 
• ALL markers should be placed at least 1 meter 
above the ground. 
 
• ALL markers should be visible as far ahead as 
possible (at least 50 meters where possible). 
 
• RED "TURN" markers should be placed about 
15 meters before an approaching turn. A turn sign 
must be followed by a straight ahead sign 15 
meters beyond the exit of the turn.  
 
• BLUE STRAIGHT AHEAD markers should be 
placed about 15 meters before an approaching 
intersection where the driver is to go straight 
through. A straight ahead marker should be 
placed about 15 meters beyond ALL intersections, 
turns and blind corners. 
 
• YELLOW "CAUTION" markers should be placed 
about 15 meters ahead of the caution area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
IN SUMMARY 
 
• RED MARKERS = TURNS 
They are placed on the same side of the track that 
the turn is on. 
  
• BLUE MARKERS = STRAIGHT 
AHEAD/CORRECT TRAIL.  They are placed on 
either side of the trail. Straight ahead markers 
should be placed along the entire trail at each 
half-kilometre point. In some events each 
kilometre point may have an appropriate 
"DISTANCE" marker, attached to the same stake 
directly below the straight ahead (BLUEI marker 
or, the kilometre number may be painted in the 
centre of the straight ahead (BLUEI marker. 
 
• YELLOW MARKERS = CAUTION ADVISED 
They are placed on either side of the trail. 
 
• DISTANCE MARKERS 
May be indicated by a white number stencilled in 
the centre of the blur marker, or a separate white 
sign with black numbers indicating the distance. 
 
• "ONE-HALF KILOMETRE" MARKER is used 
prior to the finishing line to indicate the last half 
kilometre "NO- RIGHT-OF-WAY-IONE". ie Drivers 
do not have to give trail under normal passing rule 
conditions during this last \/2 km of the race trail. 
This last 1/2 km section of trail is often referred to 
as "NO-MAN'S -LAND". 



 

FIRST STEPS    

GETTING STARTED IN MUSHING 
by Sylvia Feder 

(From "MUSHING MAGAZINE" Sept/Oct 1998) 
 

 

You've read Call of the Wild, 
watched Iron Will five times, 
and have a replica of the 
famous sled dog Balto on your 
desk at work. You're ready to 
take the plunge and get 
started in dog sledding. How 
do you begin? 
 
The Dogs 
Before you get on the runners, 
before you get a sled or even 
a dog it is important to 
consider what you want out of 
the sport and the dogs. Do you 
want one dog or several?  Will 
your dogs live outdoors or will 
they sleep next to you on the 
bed?  Do you want to race or 
have a small recreational 
team? Do you want to do 
anything else with your dogs 
such as obedience, 
competition or conformation 
(dog shows)? Answers to 
these questions will dictate 
what type and how many dogs 
you get. 
 
Next do some homework. 
There are several books, a 
few listed at the end of this 
article, that offer detailed 
information for new mushers. 
In addition' go to some races 
join a local sled dog 
organisation (see a recent 
Nov/Dec issue of Mushing for 
a list), meet and talk to some 
mushers. Find people whose 
ideas of owning and running 
dogs are similar to yours, and 
ask their advice. If you can 
find a mentor who will help you 
get started so much the better. 
 
Once you have a dog (or 
dogs)- newly acquired or 
one(s) you already owned-how 
do you prepare it for sledding? 
If you are getting started with a 
young dog, don't overlook the 
importance of socialisation in 
turning it into a confident, 

happy worker. Getting your 
dog used to people, loud 
noises and other dogs and 
walking on different surfaces 
will help in the training, 
process. Even an older dog 
will benefit from this sort of 
education. 
 
Equipment 
Equipment for dog sledding 
can be expensive but you can 
start small. You will need a 
harness for each dog, but 
remember that your dog may 
not reach full size until it is a 
year or more old particularly if 
it is a larger breed. Be 
prepared to purchase 
additional harnesses or have 
the original harness adjusted 
to accommodate growth. An 
experienced musher or the 
staff at a sled dog equipment 
business can recommend an 
appropriate, good- fitting 
harness. 
 
Sleds and carts are more 
substantial investments. A 
good cart or sled can easily 
cost over $500. Even used 
equipment, if well kept, is 
expensive. Furthermore, there 
are so many variations in 
style, based on the musher's 
needs, that this is not a 
decision to be undertaken 
lightly. Ideally, a new musher 
would have the opportunity to 
try different types of sleds or 

carts. Again, experienced 
mushers or the staff at sled 
dog equipment businesses are 
valuable resources for those 
who are just getting started -
talk to several to get ideas 
about what may be right for 
you. 
 
Foundation Training 
Fortunately, you don't need to 
purchase a cart or sled right 
away to begin training. With a 
dog, a harness, a leash and a 
little ingenuity, you can begin 
the training process right 
away. 
 
First, when do you start? Pups 
have soft bones and should 
not be asked or expected to 
pull heavy loads until they are 
mature. In the larger breeds, 
this may take as long as two 
years. But a young dog can 
still learn about life as a sled 
dog. Many mushers let their 
pups run loose beside a sled 
or cart, pulled by older dogs. If 
you don't already have a team 
of dogs, you may know of a 
fellow musher who would 
allow you to ride on the sled or 

Don't overlook the importance of 

socialisation - whether for young pups 

or adults - in creating happy, 

confidant sled dogs. Expose them to 

many different situations, people and 

dogs. 



 

cart, accompanied by your pup 
running alongside. 
 
This is invaluable experience, 
as the pup becomes 
conditioned, finds out about 
trails, gets accustomed to 
running with other dogs and 
learns to stay out of the way of 
the cart or sled. Stop the team 
and call the pup to you 
occasionally for a treat and 
praise. Puppies raised in this 
way grow up into dogs that are 
trustworthy off-leash, a handy 
trait if there is a tangle in the 
team or if the dog slips out of 
its harness. 
 
If you don't have access to a 
trained team, you can still 
encourage your pup or dog to 
run on a trail by jogging or 
riding your bike and calling 
your pup to follow. There are 
many variations on this theme; 
letting the dog run loose, using 
a leash held in the hand, or 
using a device such as a 
Springer with a bike. Use your 
best judgment about your dog 
and your own ability! 
 
When doing trail work, take 
the opportunity to teach your 
dog some commands as you 
run. Simple words for 
stopping, starting, right and left 
turns can be incorporated into 
a daily run without any attempt 
at formal training (commonly 
"whoa," "hike," "gee" and 
"haw," respectively). 
 
When working with puppies, 
take care not to overdo it. 
Puppies tire easily. With any 
dog, make the experience a 
happy one, so it will get 
excited next time it goes out. 
Far better to cut the outing 
short while the dog is still 
enjoying itself than run the dog 
too far so it is leery next time. 
 
 
Learning to Pull 
When does your dog learn to 

pull? Obviously, sled dogs do 
more than run; they must also 
pull. There are several schools 
of thought concerning how to 
teach a dog to pull. In some of 
the larger kennels, young dogs 
are harnessed between 9 
months and a year of age, with 
no prior experience, and put in 
a team for a short run. 
Remarkably, in most cases, 
the young dog leaps forward 
with the rest of the team, 
running and pulling-a 
testament to the power of sled 
dog genetics. Further sled dog 
education is done in the team; 
there is no individualised 
teaching of how to pull from 
musher to dog. 
 
However, not all dogs pull 
instinctively; not all mushers 
train their young dogs in this 
way; and not all of us have 
trained teams in which to run 
new dogs. Teaching a dog to 
pull is not difficult. Always use 
a harness when teaching a 
dog to pull; you don't want the 
dog pulling against its collar, 
and the feel of the harness 
also tells the dog that it is in 
"pull mode." 
 
Once the harness is on and 
the dog is comfortable in it, 
attach a line with a weight, 
such as a piece of wood. Don't 
use a lot of weight, especially 
with a young dog the main 
idea is to get the dog used to 
pulling against resistance.  
Use a command you've picked 
for pulling ("let's go," "hike," 
etc.), and walk in front of your 
dog, encouraging it to follow. 
Continue to do this until the 
dog reliably pulls the weight. 
 
It's a different situation, 
however, when a dog is asked 
to go in front of you, as it will 
be when pulling a sled. Some 
dogs, eager to, see new 
sights, do this naturally; others 
don't. If your dog balks, you 
may have to provide some 

incentive. One way is to 
choose, a walk where your 
dog knows it will encounter 
something fun: a favourite spot 
where it is let off-leash, a lake 
to splash in or even your car if 
it likes to ride. Some dogs do 
better on the way back, so you 
might go on a short walk, turn 
around and encourage the dog 
to run back in front of you, 
perhaps to reach a reward of a 
treat back at the car. As the 
dog pulls forward, walk or run 
alongside, then drop back, and 
let it pull in front of you. 
 
Once your dog knows the 
meaning of the pull word and 
is willing to pull in front of you 
while walking, you can vary 
the routine. Depending on 
your own athletic ability, you 
can use a bike with a Springer, 
you can jog with your dog in 
front of you, or you can even 
rig up a device to run your dog 
safely beside your car. A 
diversity of situations will help 
ensure a confident, willing dog 
that will have no problem 
adapting to running with a cart 
or a sled. 
 

 

Further Reading 
Some good how-to books include 
the following.  Consult the reading 
lists in these books for even more 
titles. 
 
Mush! A Beginner’s Manual of 
Sled Dog Training. 
Edited by Bella Levorsen.  Arner 
Publications, 1976. Distributed by 
the Sierra Nevada Dog Drivers. 
 
Mush with PRIDE Sled Dog 
Care Guidelines  and Mush with 
PRIDE Equipment Safely 
Guidelines. 
Mush with PRIDE, 1998 and 
1996, respectively. 
 
Dog Driver:  A guide for the 
Serious Musher. 
By Julie and Miki Collins.  Alpine 
Publications, 1991. 



 

ABOUT SLED DOGS AND SLED DOG RACING 

FAQ BY STEPHEN R. LEE 

 

History 
Prior to the Formation of sled dog racing as a 
Formal sport, sled dogs were bred and used by 
native peoples of the polar regions of the world in 
their everyday lives For survival in harsh climates. 
Two dogs commonly employed in sledding are 
Alaskan Malamutes and Siberian Huskies. These 
two breeds had quite different origins and uses. 
Alaskan Malamutes originated with a group of 
Eskimo people known as the Mahlemiut. The 
dogs of that time were very large freighting dogs 
capable of pulling heavy weight. The Mahlemint 
people inhabited the region in the upper part of 
the Anvik River in Alaska, and were spread out 
over a large area. The Mahlemiut people used 
these dogs For hauling Food back to the villages. 
The gold rush in 1896 created a high demand for 
these dogs. On the other hand, Siberian Huskies 
originated with the Chuckchi people of north 
eastern Siberia. These people had a Stone Age 
culture and used their dogs for a variety of things, 
like herding reindeer and pulling loads. These 
dogs were smaller and faster than their Mahlemiut 
counterparts. These dogs were exported to 
Alaska at around the time of the gold rush. Thus 
the gold rush played a very important role in the 
development of our modern day sled dog breeds. 
 
Sled dog racing began as a formal sport with the 
first AII- Alaska Sweepstakes race in 1908. Prior 
to this, Alaska's mushers had little opportunity for 
recreation and they used their teams primarily for 
work and transportation. Rules for the races were 
established, and they provided a good diversion to 
the difficult living conditions. In the 1920's, 
airplanes were gradually replacing sled dog teams 
for transportation, freight hauling, and mail 
delivery. In 1925, sled dogs proved that they were 
invaluable during the "Great Race of Mercy to 
Nome." In Nome, an outbreak of diphtheria 
threatened to become a fatal epidemic. A 201 b 
package of antitoxin serum needed to be relayed 
from Nenana to Nome. Twenty drivers and more 
than 100 dogs were recruited for the run. Planes 
were ruled out due to extreme cold (40F below 
and colder) and if the plane crashed, the serum 
would be lost. Serum was transported from 
Anchorage to Nenana by train. The drive was a 
success, the serum was delivered and lives were 
saved. The drive covered some 674 miles in less 
than five and a half days. This, along with the 
simple commemoration of the uses of the Iditarod 
trail, is the origin of the Iditarod sled dog race. 
 
Types of Sled Dogs 
Naturally, most northern breeds were used as 

sled dogs. Alaskan Malamutes, Siberian Huskies, 
Eskimo Dogs, Greenlands, Samoyeds, 
Norrbottenspets, and Hokkaidokens are all sled 
dogs. However, lots of different breeds of dogs 
have been and are used to drive sleds and carts. 
People use Irish Setters, Dalmatians, Golden 
Retrievers, etc., to enjoy mushing sports. In fact, 
most modern day speed and endurance mushers 
use mixed breeds (often Siberian crossed with 
Greyhound). So, if you do not have a "sled dog," 
but still want to enjoy the sport, fear not, for most 
any type of dog can be used. Mushing is fun, both 
to take part in and simply to watch. 
 
Mushing Terms 
Contrary to common belief, the word "mush" is not 
used to drive sled dogs. Mush comes from the 
French word "marche" which is from the verb 
"marcher" which means to walk. Undoubtedly, the 
French used this during gold rush days. The word 
"mush" is felt to be too "soft" a sound to be used 
as a command. Below is a short list of common 
commands and terms associated with dog driving 
sports. 
 
Hike:  Get the dogs moving 
Gee: Turn right 
Haw: Turn left 
Easy:  Slow down 
Musher: One that drives sled dogs 
Mushing : The act of driving sled dogs 
Lead  dog : Dog that steers the sled dog team and 
regulates speed 
Wheel  dog : Dogs closest to the sled 
Sled : Wooden rig the dogs pull in the snow and 
on which you stand 
Snowless  rigs : Also called training carts. Take 
the place of the sled when there is no snow. 
 
Mushing Equipment 
The types of mushing equipment alone could 
cover many pages: only the main points are 
covered here. The references listed at the end of 
this section provide additional information. 
 
There are two main types of sleds - basket sleds 
and toboggan sleds. Basket sleds (also called 
stanchion sleds) are popular among sprint racers 
and recreational mushers.  They are fast on glare 
ice and hard pack trails, and are also good in high 
wind conditions. They are lightweight, and the 
basket is set high off the runners, which can keep 
gear dry. Toboggan sleds are more durable and 
stable than the basket sleds, and they are capable 
of carrying bigger loads. They are more rigid and 
generally less manoeuvrable than basket sleds. 



 

The bed of the toboggan rides two inches above 
the snow. These sleds handle soft snow better 
than their basket counterparts. Both types of sleds 
are equipped with a brake, which is a vital item. 
The brake is very simple, consisting of a spring 
loaded wood plank attached to the sled bed at 
one end and a metal hook at the other.  When 
riding the sled, standing on the runners, one 
simply pushes down on the brake, driving the 
hook into the snow. It is an effective method of 
slowing and stopping the sled. 
 
So, which sled? It depends on what you want to 
do. Basket sleds are lighter and more suitable for 
racing. Racing trails are groomed and hard 
packed for speed. They can be used for longer 
trips and camping. However, to carry more gear 
and run in softer snow conditions, a toboggan sled 
would be better. For the novice and/or once-in-a-
while musher, the basket sled is the best choice. 
They are generally cheaper and easier to learn 
on. 
 
In order to have your dog pull the sled, it must 
have a proper harness. There are many, but two 
main types of harnesses are the x-back and the 
freighting, or weight pulling harness. For speed or 
recreational mushing, the x-back harness is the 
harness of choice. The harness is extremely 
important as it properly distributes the weight of 
the load across the dog's muscular-skeleto 
system. Of all the components of mushing, the 
harness is the most important. The x-back 
harness is sometimes referred to as a racing 
harness, but it is NOT strictly used for racing. As 
long as the load is not too heavy, the x-back is 
used for a wide variety of dog driving activities. 
The harness should be padded around the front 
and fit the dog very well. Unfortunately, a picture 
is not possible, and without that, it is a little difficult 
to visualise.  See the references for additional 
details. 
 
The weight pulling harness is used to haul heavier 
loads.  Therefore, one would expect to see 
freighting harnesses used in conjunction with 
toboggan sleds. They are also used in competitive 
weight pulling. They are similar to the x-back 
harness, except that they are constructed to give 
the dog different freedom of movement and 
different distribution of the load. The freighting 
harness has one very important feature that the x-
back harness does not. At the rear of the harness, 
there is a "spacer", usually a wooden rod that is 
about as long as the dog is wide. While pulling 
heavy loads, the rod is well away from the back of 
the dogs rear legs. For recreational mushers, this 
wooden rod can be somewhat irritating for the dog 
as it will hit the back of the dogs legs when not 
loaded. Consider what you are going to do with 
the dogs before purchasing or making a harness. 
 
The line that runs from the sled to the dogs is 

called a gang line . They are simple to construct 
yourself once you understand their function and 
geometry. The gang line consists of three 
components. The first is the tow line , which is 
typically 3/8 inch polyethylene rope. It connects to 
the sled and runs up "between" the dogs which 
are hitched side by side on either side of the 
towline. To this, the tug lines  are attached. These 
lines are typically 1/4 inch poly rope and are 
"braided" into the tow line. The tug lines attach to 
the harnesses (which are on the dogs!). The final 
component is the neck line . The neck line is also 
1/4 inch poly rope and is braided into the tow line. 
The end of the neck line attaches to the dog's 
collar. The dog does NOT pull from this under 
ANY circumstances. The function of the neck line 
is to keep the dogs close to the tow line, thereby 
maximising their pull strength. When out on the 
trail, you always want to have a spare gang line, 
as the dogs may break theirs, or a tangle may 
become so severe that the line must be cut to free 
the dogs! 
 
The next component of mushing equipment is the 
snow hook. The snow hook is essentially an 
"emergency brake" for the sled. When you stop 
the sled, and must get off to untangle dogs or rest 
or something, you can set the snow hook in the 
snow and it will hold the dogs (and therefore the 
sled) in place. They are remarkably effective. 
They are simple: a large, heavy, metal hook, 
weighing a couple of pounds and about 12 inches 
in length. These can be purchased from a variety 
of places. It is very important to attach the hook to 
the rear of the gang line, not the sled. A strong 
team of dogs can very easily tear a sled to pieces 
if the sled is between the hook and the dogs. 
 
The last pieces of equipment to mention are the 
sled bag and dog booties. The sled bag can be 
used to carry an injured dog or gear. In an ISDRA 
sanctioned sled dog race, sled bags are a 
required piece of equipment. They can be made 
or purchased. Dog booties are used to protect the 
dogs feet from injury, particularly on long 
journeys. They are typically used when mushing 
on rough ice, when mushing along roadways 
where chemicals from de-icing can be present, or 
when driving the dogs on a snowless rig on a hard 
surface. Booties can be made or purchased. How 
about the cost? 
 
Well, it varies, of course. The numbers below are 
typical. Note the following prices are in US 
Dollars. 
• Sled: $300.00 -$1500.00 
• Harness: $15.00 -$20.00 
• Ganglines: $10.00 -$20.00 
• Sled Bags: $40.00 -$200.00 
• Snow Hook: $30.00 -$70.00 
• Booties: $1.00 -$2.00 (per paw) 
 
 



 

The references section includes the names, 
addresses, and phone numbers of some outfitters 
that sell this type of equipment. 
 
Skijoring Equipment 
Skijoring really only requires six simple 
components. A skier (you!), a dog (or dogs!), an x-
back harness, a tow line, padded belt, and cross 
country skis. You MUST know how to cross 
country ski VERY well to do this. The harness has 
been discussed previously, there is no need to 
discuss the skis, and the tow line is just that -a 
line that connects you to the dog{s). This leaves 
the padded belt. These can be purchased or 
made. The idea is that you put the belt on, attach 
the tow line to it, attach the dogs to it, and go! 
Some people prefer to use a handle to hang on to 
rather than attach the dogs to them. The handle 
can then be dropped if the dogs pull you into 
trouble! Others feel that it is best to use a belt and 
execute a controlled fall in case of trouble rather 
than risk having the dogs injure them- selves in a 
tangle when a handle is dropped. 
 
Weight Pulling Equipment 
The name of the game here is truly the harness. 
As dis. cussed above, the weight pulling harness 
is completely different from the x-back harness, 
and THEY ARE NOT INTERCHANGEABLE! The 
weight pulling harness has side lines that connect 
to a spreader bar at the hock, instead of 
continuing up to the hips. This is important, 
because a single dog weighing 60 Ibs may pull 
2000 Ibs! 
 
Other Equipment 
Many mushers have a wheeled cart for training in 
the fall prior to snow fall. In areas with insufficient 
snow, these carts are used in competition. These 
can be purchased or made by a good welder. 
Carts are a lot of fun, but are difficult to come by, 
they can be difficult to control, and they go "very" 
fast with enthusiastic dogs. 
 
Some people use pulks in the snow and carts in 
the summer to work their dogs. Carts are small 
"wagons" that are used to haul small loads or 
children. Pulks are carts for the snow (they are 
like small sleds). They are used to carry 
equipment. Carts and pulks can be made or 
bought. 
 
Training the Musher 
Dog driving is not merely riding on the back of the 
sled issuing commands to steer the dogs. It is 
work! If you start doing it in earnest, you will pull 
muscles, falloff the sled and have to pull yourself 
back on the runners with one hand, run yourself 
ragged chasing after the team (because you fell 
off of the sled), run into trees, and so on. In 
addition to these things, a musher must "peddle" 
the sled. This too can be tiring since it is 
repetitive. Peddling is pushing the sled forward 

with one foot while riding the sled. This is helpful 
to the dogs, particularly when tired. You may also 
frequently get off to run alongside when the dogs 
are tired. Therefore, to successfully drive sled 
dogs, the musher must train his or her body as 
well. Conditioning of the musher is to a small 
extent a function of the type of mushing to be 
done. The key is endurance and flexibility over 
muscle bulk. Running, biking, cross country skiing 
and downhill skiing are all good ways to build 
strength. You must remember that at all times, 
you are alpha. If you are tired, hesitant, and 
uncertain, your team will pick this up and become 
confused and unresponsive. This can be 
particularly dangerous on longer journeys into the 
wilderness. 
 
It should be clear from this that dogs in a sled dog 
team must be very well bonded to the driver. Not 
only does it make training much easier, but well 
socialised, well bond- ed dogs make a very good 
sled dog team. The dogs are looking to you as 
their undisputed leader, and you and they work 
together as a "team". If you are careful to bond to 
each of your dogs as individuals, and socialise 
them very well with each other, other dogs, and 
other humans, your dogs will be willing to do 
virtually anything for you. 
 
Training Dogs to Pull 
There are many aspects to training dogs to pull. 
Probably the most fundamental is "start young". 
Get a puppy used to its harness, just as you 
would a collar and leash. Also let the puppy get 
used to pulling things. Start out with a small 2x4 (6 
inches long) and let it drag the 2x4 around behind 
its harness for a while. The emphasis is NOT on 
weight, just on having fun dragging a VERY 
LIGHT weight behind it. It is important to realise 
that one can injure a puppy's bones, structure, 
and spirit by doing too much! 
 
To train adult dogs, or continue the puppy training 
as an adult, is relatively simple. Some dogs are 
natural pullers, others are not. Some dogs take 
right to the harness the first time, and other dogs, 
even ones from reputable breeders, may take 
extensive training. You just never know. 
 
It is vital to get the dog to lean out and keep the 
line between it and you taut. Some dogs have a 
real problem with this, others do not. For problem 
dogs, the cause usually is due to the dog not 
liking you to be behind it. If you do have trouble, 
there are a variety of methods you can use. As 
long as you make training a fun game, and you 
make the dog understand what you want it to do, 
training will progress quickly, even for stubborn 
dogs, like Siberians. Fortunately, they like to pull, 
so their stubbornness is not a problem here.  
Sometimes getting them to STOP pulling is! 
Some mushers feel that it is best to train dogs to 
pull lots of weight, then speed comes naturally in 



 

a race without the weight. Others feel that speed 
and endurance training is best. Still others feel 
that a combination works best, similar to the 
combination training for the musher. Training for 
speed and endurance by mushing shorter 
distances (under 10 miles, sometimes even 3 or 4 
miles) at top speed and up hills is beneficial. 
Loping along at 3 or 4 miles an hour for 15 or 20 
miles is also beneficial. Both of these build 
strength and endurance. Pulling heavy weight for 
short distances is also quite good, particularly for 
wheel dogs (the ones hitched closest to the sled). 
For this, try a plastic tub to which you can add 
plastic weights (the ones from barbell sets will 
have the weights printed on them). 
 
Whichever method you use, remember to take it 
easy with your dogs and not push them to hard, 
and never, NEVER, lose your temper with your 
dogs. Remember that this is supposed to be fun 
for both you and the dogs. George Attla, a famous 
musher once said, "If the dogs make a mistake 
while out on the trail remember that it is not the 
dogs that have made the mistake. It is you." For 
additional training information (with much more 
detail than is practical to provide here), see the 
references. 
 
Training Lead Dogs 
To successfully mush, one must have a good lead 
dog (or dogs). This dog will take your commands 
for regulating speed and direction for the entire 
team. Naturally, if you are driving only one dog, 
that will be your lead dog. 
 
Training lead dogs is too complex to really do it 
justice here. The basics are you want the dog to 
learn to turn right, left, speed up, and slow down 
on voice command. You also want the dog to 
bypass interesting detours and distractions. In 
addition to the basic commands already 
introduced (see section 3), the dog must also be 
taught the commands below: 
Kissing Sound: Speed up (or other appropriate 
sound) 
On-By: Go by a fork in the trail, other dogs, or 
other distractions without detour 
 
All commands are spoken in a firm, calm, not too 
loud voice. 
 
During training, you must be certain to use varied 
turns and trails to be sure that the dog is really 
executing the commands rather than following a 
well worn path. You must also anticipate the turn 
and issue the command at the correct time from 
the "dog's" perspective. Finally, some people get 
confused when issuing the right/left commands, 
particularly in the excitement of a race. Some 
mushers tape the commands on the front of their 
sleds, on the right and left sides. You may want to 
do this while beginning on the sled. 
 

To train a dog to execute these commands with 
regularity is not too difficult. To train a dog to do 
this during the excitement of a race with lots of 
distractions is more difficult. One possible way to 
approach training is to start out on foot when the 
dog is a puppy. Keep the lessons varied, quick, 
and fun. Be certain to do the lessons in a variety 
of environments, with and without distractions. 
When the dog is old enough to pull weight (about 
one year to 18 months, get advice from your 
veterinarian), you may wish to graduate to cross 
country skiis. The dog will learn to execute 
commands in snowy conditions, and at higher 
speeds. Once you have your lead dog well trained 
and pulling your sled, you will find that other 
untrained, young, dogs can be very easily added 
to your team as your lead dog will "correct" the 
new dog's mistakes, usually faster and better than 
you can. 
 
This is one way in which lead dogs can be trained. 
Consult the references and experienced mushers 
(if you can find any) for additional information. 
 
Training for Weight Pulling 
Here emphasis is on strength and pulling straight 
no matter how difficult. Most of the mushing books 
in the references discuss weight pulling training. 
 
Training for Skijoring 
Skijoring is you on cross country skis and the 
dogs pulling you. YOU MUST BE A VERY GOOD 
CROSS COUNTRY SKIER. This is a must. Before 
attaching dogs, cross country ski all over the 
place, on a wide variety of terrain. Learn to fall in 
a controlled way. You will eventually need to do 
this when skijoring. You will need to learn to turn 
quickly and ski in control at high speeds. Skiing 
downhill in cross country skis is a good way to 
simulate skijoring speeds. 
 
The dogs must be well trained as well. Train all of 
them as lead dogs. They need to know and obey 
all of the commands very well (especially whoa!). 
The references all include information about this 
fast growing sport. 
 
Health, Diet, and Care -Sled Dog Specifics 
(briefly) 
Sled dogs are athletes. They are also remarkably 
healthy. It is important to realise that because 
sled dogs are athletes, they require special 
attention in at least two specific areas. 
 
Probably one of the most important aspects for 
caring for sled dogs is the foot. You should 
inspect your dog's feet regularly. The skin of the 
pad should feel tough, but pliable, be resistant to 
abrasions and lacerations, and be free from 
cracks, dryness, or scarring. Also inspect the 
nails of the foot carefully. Nails can help the dog 
grip ice, but if too long, they can cause serious 



 

foot injury. According to Miki Collins in Dog 
Driver, "if the nails are long enough to force the 
toes upward when the dog is standing on a hard, 
level surface, clip them". Nails that are too long 
can get caught and ripped out on the trail, or they 
can cause toes to break. Both of these injuries 
can be quite serious, and they are certainly 
painful. 
 
The subject of diet should also be touched on 
here. Most mushers feed a high stress, high 
energy diet during mushing season, and switch 
to a "maintenance" diet during the "off" season. 
For example, one experienced musher mixes 
performance dry with canned during mushing 
sea- son. This is a high fat, high protein food. 
Some mushers even mix food in with lots of 
water hours before a race to encourage drinking. 
Dogs must be very well hydrated. During the off 
season, the musher in this example feeds 
maintenance canned mixed with a maintenance 
dry. During the mushing season, the dogs are 
using all components of the food that is fed. 
During the off season, there is no need for such 
high energy food, and in fact, high protein foods 
can cause kidney trouble later in life when not fed 
in moderation. 
 
Final Remarks 
Hopefully, this brief summary has been helpful to 
you. Even if you do not want to get involved in 
mushing yourself, try and find mushing events in 
your area. It is wonderful to see the handsome 
dogs enjoying doing what they were bred for. 
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HARNESSING  

YOUR ENERGY 
 

 

By Mel Fishback Riley 

All of us who write about dog mushing try to 

search our brains for new and vital information 

that will prove indispensable to somebody. And 

what do we all forget? We forget the most basic, 

simple stuff that baffles hundreds of new mushers 

every winter, like how to get a dog outfitted in the 

first place! 

 

I guess people are supposed to look at that new 

harness and a picture of how it looks on a dog, 

and automatically know how to put it on that 

wagging, excited, leaping little (or enormous) 

monster racing around the yard or banging on the 

end of a chain. 

 

Since the first time someone showed me how to 

harness a dog almost 40 years ago, I've never 

thought about it again until recently, when a 

customer told me a harness didn't fit. He couldn't 

get the dog's legs through the 

front, and "it only comes to the middle 

of his back!" 

 

I thought, "of course it'll only come 

to the middle of the back, if the legs 

aren't through! And I questioned 

him about how he put it on. 

 

Well, he put it over the head and 

then tried to lift a leg through. But 

there wasn't enough room, even 

though, as he said, he'd: tried to 

pull it back as far as he could. 

 

While I waited on the phone I had him straddle the 

dog he'd never thought of that and concentrate on 

working the neck all the way back to the shoulders 

before he reached for a leg. When he got back on 

the line, I could hear his smiles. "It fits just 

perfect," he said. End of problem. 

 

Experienced dog mushers harness dogs like 

lightning. The whole process takes seconds, even 

when the dogs are on a stakeout line or drop 

chains next to a truck. Most of them do it as 

shown in the illustrations, because this method 

affords the handler the most control of the dog 

even when it's leaping forward or trying to back 

away. There are other methods, such as 

approaching from the front or standing alongside, 

but this way is fool- proof. You can hold a dog 

upright even if it tries to drop and rollover, rear up 

at your face, surge forward or duck away 

backward. Excited dogs will try anything, but they 

can't do much with the handler's legs holding tight 

around the dog's waist. I've even seen dogs 

efficiently harnessed upside-down this way. 

 

Some of the moves are difficult to draw. 

The instant the harness is over the 

head of a chained dog, the handler 

unsnaps the chain, gives the 

harness a quick tug over the collar with 

the other hand, and re- snaps the chain. 



 

The chain gives extra assistance to stretch out the 

dog if it s going to be uncooperative. The dog will 

learn good manners much more quickly this way. 

 

To slip the harness over the head in the first 

place, one simply waits until the dog looks up at 

the handler's face as all inexperienced dogs will 

do when someone is straddling their backs. Eager 

experienced dogs will be head-up and ready the 

moment the handler is in position (often with 

forelegs paddling, trying to put their feet through 

the openings before the harness has even cleared 

the ears). If a sour dog hangs its head to avoid the 

harness, one leans farther on either side of the 

neck and scoops up the head from underneath. 

Using this system, there's no escape, the dog 

gets harnessed. 

 

If a harness fits right, and the dog is very long or 

thick haired, the only way it can be put on is by 

working the neck piece all the way onto the 

shoulders at both top and bottom. The bottom is 

the most important. There will then be plenty of 

room to lift the forelegs through. Then give equal 

attention to getting body hair out of the way before 

stretching the harness out to the tail. This is 

especially important when checking the fit of a 

new harness. A few minutes of pulling will settle 

the harness into the fur, of course, but if there's 

any doubt about the fit, it's easier to take the extra 

minute to work the fur through by hand. Certainly 

this should he done with a freight harness or a 

weight pull harness before hooking up. Otherwise, 

the bar may rise up on top of the tail for a long 

time, wearing away the hair and making the dog 

very uncomfortable until the tail finally works 

through. 

 

Only a careless musher fails to re-check his 

harnesses before he starts out on the trail. A lot of 

under- arm chafing happens because the harness 

has pulled off to the side by typical hook-up 

acrobatics before the dog even tightened up its 

tug. It doesn't t take long to walk down the line, 

slipping a hand down the front of each dog on the 

way back to release the snow hook. 

 

I've seen racers start off the line with both harness 

underarms over on one side of a dog after a lot of 

countdown bucking and backing and rolling. 

Sooner or later, it has to be corrected -during the 

countdown is pretty nerve-wracking, but far better 

than one mile along the trail. 
 
 

 

 

Mel Fishback Riley is a long-time musher: She is the 

owner of Mel's Custom Harnesses in Marion, 

Montana. Mel and her husband, Lee have written 

extensively on sled dog training and equipment. 



 

TOWLINE TRUTH: 
DON’T NEGLECT WHAT’S HOLDING YOUR TEAM TOGETHER 

BY MEL RILEY 

 

What item of the gear-
box means less to 
mushers than any other? 
No doubt about it; the 
towline or gang- line. Not 
many drivers decide to 
build a sled. The majority 
of drivers buy their 
harnesses and snow 
hooks. But almost all dog 
drivers make their own 
towlines, often with 
ghastly results. 
 
It is surprising that this 
essential part of the outfit 
is regarded as so 
unimportant. It can make 
all the difference between 
an efficient, free moving 
team and a disorganised, 
jerky pack of uncoordinated 
dogs. Because the towline is 
the bond that holds the 
entire team together, it must 
be made of good material 
(often hard to get) and it 
must be put together 
properly. To top it off it is 
subject to great strain and 
suffers severely from 
weathering. So it is the last 
item in the outfit that should 
be left lying on the basket 
after a training run, but it is 
often the only item that is so 
casually ignored! 
 
To write about the proper 
making, use and care of 
towlines, it would be easy to 
fill ten pages. The best we 
can do here is consider a 
few of the most basic facts 
about working with rope - 
and making the rope work 
with the dogs. 
 
First of all, look at the 
illustrations (which are not in 

proper proportion).  "A" 
shows a sort of normal hook 
up for a racing team. It is 
impossible to give exact 
measurements for every 
team because the type of 
harnesses and size of dog 
will make such a difference. 
If "A" is made with the exact 
measurements shown, for a 
team of small females the 
tug lines will have to be 
placed several inches closer 
to the front than if one is 
making "A" for a team of 
long, rangy, houndy males. 
Or (there's always an "or") 
the tail loops on the harness 
must be made much longer 
or shorter. 
 
If you have very small and 
compact dogs, you may not 
wish to have the tug line 
snap swinging wildly at a 
distance of six to eight 
inches behind the dogs. 
Therefore, the normal/' A" 
towline, which is typical of 
the line an outfitter will sell 

you, may need to be 
changed while it is still brand 
new. This means that how it 
is put together will matter a 
great deal. Still, it is easier to 
make loops longer or shorter 
than it is to change a 
towline. So if the gap is not 
too extreme, the mushers 
choice should be to change 
the harness. This goes for 
mixed up teams too. If some 
dogs are large and some are 
small, and especially if they 
are moved around in 
different positions, changing 
the loops to match all the 
"dogs lengths" more closely 
is the only choice. the snap 
resting on the tail loop, the 
loop harness. This goes for 
mixed up teams too. If some 
dogs are large and some are 
small and especially if they 
are moved around in 
different positions, changing 
the loops to match all the 
"dogs lengths" more closely 
is the only choice. 



 

If you make "A", how should 
it look? A section of centre 
line should be laid out on the 
floor with the neck lines 
already installed as close to 
the loop at the front (lead) 
end as possible. Lay the 
neck lines back at an angle 
of 45 degrees: - not straight 
out to the side, not directly 
back to the centre line. Now 
select an average harness 
and arrange it about six 
inches, behind the neck line: 
snap, right alongside the 
towline. Do not stretch it out; 
pretend there is a dog in it. 
Pick up a tug line and lay it 
in a straight line with the 
snap resting on the tail loop, 
the loop end touching the 
centre line. Where this 
happens, the tug should be 
inserted into the centre line. 
It absolutely cannot pull 
loose. It does not deform the 
centre line (but you must 
make sure that your tugs 

naturally point in the right 
direction - toward the dogs 
tail -and the neck- lines point 
in the opposite direction, 
back toward the dogs head!) 
Anyway, this form of 
attachment will neither come 
out or rip the centre line and 
it makes the smallest 
possible lump in the towline. 
 
If you lay everything out as 
described above and the 
back of the tug is more than 
a foot ahead of the end loop 
on the centre line, you may 
move the necklines back a 
few inches, put slightly 
longer loops on your 
harnesses, and try again. It 
is usually not practical to 
have more than one foot of 
"bare" centre line between 
pairs of dogs when your 
whole tow-line has been 
assembled. Attempt to 
balance the "bare" space 
between the front and back 

of each section so that, no 
matter how you combine 
section, the pairs will be 
spaced evenly. You can 
usually make it work with an 
eight-foot centre-line section, 
no matter how large or small 
your dogs are. If it just won't 
work, you will have to make 
the entire line longer or 
shorter. Do not compromise. 
Making the neck-line longer, 
or changing the angles at 
which they lie, or making 
them allot shorter will not 
make it work better! 
 
That brings us to the 
proportions of the towline: 
neck-lines versus tug-lines. 
Look at illustration "B". One 
seldom sees a towline like 
this one nowadays. It was 
popular in the days of 
smaller teams racing on 
high-speed courses. Now 
that most unlimited speed 
teams number at least 14 



 

dogs -and often more -a ten-
foot centre section places 
the leaders so far out that it 
takes a genius to negotiate 
any but the gentlest of 
curves without a disaster. 
The extra long towline 
designed for maximum free 
running has been forced to 
give way to some- thing like 
"A", although never anything 
like "C". 
 
If a person thinks he can use 
a "B" type of line, giving 
each pair the greatest space 
to run without interference 
from the heels of the dogs 
ahead, he must always stick 
to the basic rules. Even 
though a shorter neckline 
might seem to eliminate 
potential problems by 
keeping dogs closer to the 
towline, it won't work. The 
dog gets no extra freedom 
with his long tug line, if the 
neckline restricts him. But 
can you give the dog a much 
longer neckline to enhance 
that freedom? No, because 
a neckline long enough to 
drop near the ground at any 
time will be more likely to 
catch a foot. And the longer 
the neckline, the less chance 
that the dog can get his leg 
off it, once he’s stepped 
across. 
 
So, even if you make "B" 
because you have only ten 
dogs and you're running a 
15-mile perfect oval track on 
the tundra, you must still 
keep the proportions intact. 
The length of the neckline 
determines how much actual 
freedom the dog will have 
and the length of the tug 
determines how much speed 
the dogs can turn on without 
interference from other dogs 
or jerking them out of stride. 
And you must always 
remember that every foot of 
extra centre line can 
represent extra slack, extra 
whipping, and (in a tangle) 
extra trouble. 

What on earth is "C"? It's an 
old freight line! As you can 
see, it packs rge mosr dogs 
into the leasr space. This will 
work fine with a slow team 
that does lots of heavy 
hausling. It will pass the 
team through heavy brush, 
among close trees, and 
around sharp corners. The 
short necklines, while still 
coming back to the collars at 
a small angle, are almost 
impossible to step over. At 
the speeds the dogs travel, 
clearing a leg from such a 
neckline (which is almost 
always tight) is relatively 
easy. The short tug on the 
close-spaced short centre 
line applies maximum pull 
without stretch or spring. 
 
BUT! Every dog is directly 
affected by the actions of the 
dogs ahead and behind, as 
well as the dog alongside. 
The line is not practical, 
except at slow speeds, and 
certainly is out of place at a 
speed race.  (But it doesn’t 
take long to find one among 
the limited team ranks at any 
rave!) 
 
Once again, you may think 
that you can give the dogs 
extra freedom by making the 
necklines linger on towline 
"C". No way Jose. All you do 
is give them the opportunity 
to step over the line and get 
tangled. On the other hand if 
you are working on a freight 
team and the landscape is 
so rough that the dogs are 
being yanked around 
continuously, the wheeler 
can't clear obstacles, and 
none of the dogs has room 
to lung into the trail breaking, 
you are better off to work the 
dogs with no necklines at all 
(if you can get away with it). 
 
 
Other rules and truths 
A well matched team can get 
away with less of everything. 
When you see pictures of 

old teams running on 
towlines that had little more 
than a spliced in snap for a 
neckline and a few inches of 
tugline, you are usually 
looking at dogs that were 
within an inch or a few 
pounds of being identical to 
each other in every way. 
(And these teams, while 
beautiful to see, did not 
travel at modern speeds.) 
The more mismatched a 
team, the more running 
room the dogs should be 
given, if it is practical. 
 
Extra tug length near the 
wheel only accomplishes 
something if it has a direct 
effect on the dogsled. A 
wheeler with a five-foot tug 
line can cut a sled into a turn 
faster and more powerful if 
his tug joins something rigid 
on the sled bridle. If it joins a 
loosely hanging loop two 
feet out in front of the 
brushbow, it is a waste of 
time giving the wheeler the 
long tug. He affects only 
what he is attached to. Look 
at some peoples racing 
lines; the long wheel tug is 
spliced into the towline three 
feet ahead of the brush- bow 
or bridle. Then why bother 
with an extra long tug? All he 
does is move the centre line 
over from a considerable 
distance. So it is indeed a 
waste of time. 
 
The original idea of the long 
wheel tug was to allow the 
dog to stay well ahead of the 
sled, yet still apply direct pull 
to the side when needed. If 
your set up doesn't put that 
extra grab directly to the sled 
bridle, you are getting very 
little improved turning power 
-although your dog is safer 
from being hit by your sled. 
 
Why have sectional lines? 
Certainly the extra loops and 
joints are unsightly 
compared to a continuous 
line?   Well, over a period of 



 

time, all rope stretches. In 
the course of training, your 
wheel dogs may be strung 
up by their neck lines if you 
don't change the line. By 
making sectional lines, you 
can switch sections around, 
making certain that all 
sections receive equal wear 
and strain.  If you like a long 
wheel section (longer tugs), 
you should make more than 
one and quite possibly, for a 
big string, use a thicker 
diameter centre line. In the 
some vein, there is no point 
in having the leaders hauling 
on a section of centre line 
that is sized to withstand the 
jerking strength of 12 dogs. 
Sectional lines can be 
tapered from wheel to lead 
as the driver sees fit. And a 
single fray does not destroy 
on entire towline. 
 
What about shock cord? If 
you wont to use it and you're 
not on expert, keep it 
separate from your main 
towline. Put it inside some 
poly if you wish, but connect 
it at the some point you put 
the towline, snowhook and 
bridle together, reaching 
bock to the staunch ions or 
basket. If your bridle is 
designed and supported 
properly, you can get your 
shock relief without having 
any of your rope dragging on 

the snow during a slack. If 
you choose to put the 
bungee cord inside any port 
of the towline, remember 
that, even when the team is 
making a strong pull, the 
cord takes up space inside 
your towline ropes and 
shortens them. How much 
extra rope to allow for this 
effect depends on how thick 
the rope is, how thick the 
shock cord is, and how long 
the cord is! That is why it is 
better not to mess up the 
proportions of the towline 
itself with bungee cord - 
unless you know exactly 
what you are doing. 
 
Common problems and 
solutions 
Are the lines sagging in the 
middle of the team, when the 
leaders and front end dogs 
are running tight? (Looks like 
the centre line are too long 
toward the rear.) It's the fault 
of the leaders and front end 
dogs! Your whole front end 
is pulling nothing except the 
weight of the towline. Do not 
shorten your centre line with 
all those famous knots! If 
you can find the single pair 
among those front-end dogs 
that is not doing its share 
and rev up the leaders and 
the rest of the front end, 
you'll cure your "towline" 
problem. 

 
Dogs constantly stepping 
over necklines? They're 
either too far back on the 
centre line or they're too 
long. Or both! 
Dogs appear “stretched’ by 
the neckline?  Could be, if 
the line is well used.  Move 
the necklines back a couple 
of inches.  It’s easy if you 
made your line properly 
 
Sled won’t corner properly, 
weave on the straightaway?  
Assuming the sled tracks 
nicely when you ride it 
without dogs, there’s 
probably too much space 
between your wheel pair’s 
pulling pivot and the pivotal 
turning point of the sled (as 
mentioned above).  Get rid 
of some excess rope 
between the wheel tugs and 
the bridle. 
 
Studying towlines is 
interesting and everybody 
has time to do it. The right 
towline can give you extra 
miles per hour. You must 
read your dogs, read the 
trail, correlate your 
harnesses with your whole 
towline setup, and 
understand why everything 
does what it does. It will 
certainly be a help. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

“MUSH WITH PRIDE” 
GUIDELINES 

 
 

Feeding and Watering 
 
Choosing Feeds 
Sled dog sports today include a wide variety 
of dogs and activities and are practiced in 
almost every kind of climate. There is no one 
perfect diet that will meet the requirements of 
every sled dog under every condition 
because the right diet for a dog depends 
upon its genetic makeup, environment, age, 
physical state, training regimen, and the food 
sources that are available. 
 
Sled dog diets usually consist of commercial 
dry food, meat based food, or a combination 
of the two. Dry foods are convenient to store 
and feed and, if formulated for working dogs, 
may not require supplementation except 
when the dogs are working several hours a 
day. Fresh meat products are usually more 
difficult to store because they require 
freezing, and they contain a lot of water (most 
contain around 75 percent water) and 
therefore take up more space per calorie fed 
than dry food. 
 
Meat feeds are, however, extremely palatable 
to dogs, and they may help maintain 
hydration because they contain so much 
water. Dry foods may experience some 
nutrient loss due to processing, although 
manufacturers usually; compensate for this, 
while meat products are more susceptible to 

spoilage. 
High-quality 

feeds from 
both 

categories are readily available in all but the 
most remote locations. 
 
Meat-based products should be dried, 
canned, or kept frozen until they are used. 
Commercial dry foods should be used within 
six months of the milling date and should 
contain adequate preservatives so that their 
fats and vitamins do not spoil in storage. 
Keeping dry products in cool, dry, pest-free 
environments will help keep them fresh, and 
once a bag has been opened, it should be 
kept away from heat, light, and air.  
Cleanliness in food preparation is also very 
important. Clean food and water containers 
help to reduce the risk of diarrheas caused by 
bacteria. 
 
When choosing a product or combination of 
products to feed your sled dogs, remember 
that a sled dog's nutrient requirements 
change significantly depending on its age, 
environment, and physiological state. You 
may wish to choose one product that will 
meet your dogs' requirements for all of these 
situations, or you may choose a feed that will 
act as a base that you can supplement as the 
need arises. In either event, choose a 
product that is relatively high in fat (15 
percent minimum), relatively high in protein 
(25 percent minimum), fresh, and of the 
highest quality available. (Note that low-
quality commercial foods will not maintain a 
working sled dog.) 
 
 
Determining a Dog's Dietary Needs 
The very best way to monitor your dog's 
nutritional status is to run your hands over it. 
Perform this examination at least every two 
or three days. (In extreme conditions, it is 
important to keep an even closer watch on a 
sled dog's, weight.) The ribs, spine, and hip 
bones should not be, buried under an inch of 
fat, nor should they protrude, but they should 
be easy to feel. A well conditioned sled I dog 

should be lean and muscled, not skinny. 
If you are i unsure of what the 
ideal appearance and feel of your 

individual dogs should be, solicit the 
help of an experienced musher or 



 

veterinarian. Also, take every opportunity to 
feel and look at the dogs that are doing well 
in your particular mushing activity. 
 
It is important to note that there is no formula 
or table that will tell you how much you 
should feed your dogs. Formulas and tables 
will give you a place to start, but they should 
not be relied upon for long-term feeding 
guidelines. There is too much variation in 
metabolism among dogs and the 
environments they live in, let alone the 
workloads they perform, to rely on an 
"average" requirement. However, an 
"average" 44-pound husky living on its chain 
in the summertime will require around 30 
calories per pound of body weight. An 
average 30 percent protein, 20 percent fat 
dry dog food (on an as- fed basis) contains 
about 2,050 calories per pound. Therefore, 
this "typical" maintenance dog will require 
about 10'/, ounces of dog food per day. If a 
dog is genetically more "husky," it may 
require less food; if it has more hound in its 
background, it may require more.  Again, 
monitor your dog’s nutritional status with your 
hands. 
 
 
Water 
Water is the most essential nutrient. While 
deficiencies in protein, fat, vitamins, or 
minerals will affect a dogs health, it may take 
days or months before such problems are 
noticeable. In contrast, dehydration affects an 
animal's health immediately and in severe 
cases can even lead to death within hours if 
left untreated. 
 
A dog gains water by drinking it directly, by 
eating foods that contain water, and by 
generating water through metabolism. Water 
is lost each day through urine, faeces, and 
water vapor in the breath. A non-working dog 
requires about 1 ounce of water per pound of 
body weight per day. An "average" M-pound 
husky thus requires around 1.5 quarts of 
water per day. 
 
Anything that increases a dog's daily water 
loss will increase its daily requirement. When 
a dog exercises, it exhales more air per 
minute than when it is at rest. The exhaled air 
contains water, and the colder and drier the 
outside air, the more water that is lost. Dogs 
also lose significant water through panting 
when the weather is warm. Increased food 
intakes associated with exercise lead to 
increased faecal output and increased 
amounts of metabolic waste, which must be 

filtered through the kidneys. Exercise thus 
leads to increased water loss not only 
through the breath, but also through the stool 
and urine. A dog's water requirement may 
thus increase twofold if it participates in open 
class sprint racing, for instance, and three to 
fivefold if it participates in long distance 
racing. Keep in mind that symptoms such as 
diarrhoea and vomiting also increase water 
loss. 
 
It is difficult to estimate a dogs water 
requirement exactly, but it is important to 
understand how environment, training, and 
illness may affect it so that you can anticipate 
these changes and offer your dogs more 
water when they need it. During warm 
weather, it is best to have clean, fresh, water 
available at all times. When the temperature 
drops below freezing, water consumption can 
be encouraged by offering warm, baited 
water. The bait can come from any source 
that will increase palatability (such as dry 
food, meat, cooked fish, or garlic powder). 
The bait should mix well in water and must 
not be spoiled or soured. 
 
About 1.5 quarts of water should be offered 
two to three hours before training. Some 
dogs will not drink this amount all at once but 
will readily consume several smaller portions 
offered within a short period of time. Small 
amounts, such as a pint, can be offered 
immediately after exercise to help cool the 
dogs down. More, about a quart, can then be 
offered when they have completely cooled 
down. Water intake can be further 
encouraged by offering 1 to 1 .5 quarts of 
baited water before feeding or by mixing 
water in with a dog's food. 
 
These recommendations are intended as a 
starting point and should be adjusted 
according to the needs of your dogs. You can 
monitor your dogs hydration status by 
observing their hunger for snow and by 
examining their skin and gums. In a well-
hydrated dog, the tent made by lifting up the 
skin on the shoulder blades should disappear 
within one to two seconds, and the white spot 
made by pressing on a pink area of the gums 
should disappear in one second or less. If 
either of these processes take longer, the 
dog is probably dehydrated and, depending 
on the severity of the problem, may need 
subcutaneous or intravascular fluid 
supplementation. 
 
 
 



 

Watching your Dogs 
Remember that these guidelines are only 
intended to help you begin your feeding and 
watering programs. Your best feedback on 
how well you're doing will come from the 
dogs themselves. Watch them carefully and 
learn as much as you can from experienced 
mushers whom you respect. 
Proper dog nutrition is a blend of science and 
art- you can get a brain-full of science by 
reading, but you can only develop the actual 
skills by practice. So keep your eyes and 
ears open, and go have fun with your dogs! 
 
 
On-the-Road Housing 
Dogs should travel in safety and comfort, 
whether in dog boxes, airline crates, pickup 
truck beds, or the back- seat of the family car. 
Dog boxes should be large enough for the 
animal to stretch out in and should have dry 
bed- ding and adequate ventilation. When a 
50-pound dog curls up, it will take up only an 
18inch circle, but when a dog has just run or 
is hot, it will stretch out and fill a 40inch deep 
box. 
 
Dogboxes should be solid, have easily 
operable latches and locking devices, and be 
securely attached to the truck for the dogs' 
safety. Boxes should not be open or vented 
in the back of the truck because the vacuum 
created behind the truck can suck in exhaust 
fumes. 
 
For the average Alaskan husky, each dog's 
compartment should be a minimum of 34 
inches deep, 19.5 inches wide, and 22.5 
inches high, although the larger, 

the better. The door 
should be a 

minimum of 14 
by 17 inches 

with a 

vent of 9 by 11 inches.  Some mushers 
believe that dogs are more comfortable when 
doubled up in larger boxes. If you wish to do 
this, be sure to match compatible 
companions For 50- to 55- pound dogs, the 
box should be at least 24 inches wide. 
IF you carry your dogs in an open pickup 
truck bed, it is important to secure them so 
they cannot Fall or jump overboard. In cold 
weather, wood or bedding material should be 
provided so they don't sit on cold metal. 
Airline crates are good if available and are 
preferable in summer because they provide 
more ventilation than standard dog boxes. 
 
When travelling, dogs should be taken out 
several times a day. The dogs are usually 
good for eight hours at night as long as the 
vehicle is not moving. Some dogs require 
their bedding to be changed every day, and 
others not until the straw has broken down. 
Drop chains should be kept short to avoid 
entanglement. Leaving the drop chains or 
plastic-coated cables on the dogs while 
travelling keeps the snaps thawed. 
 
While on the road, as at home, keep water 
buckets clean when obtaining water, and 
avoid parking where other dogs have been in 
order to avoid exposure to diseases and 
parasites. It is best not to store smelly food 
and equipment in motel rooms for the sake of 
your hosts. It is also important to most motel 
owners that mushers rake up straw and other 
waste and disposed of it properly. 
 
 
BASIC HEALTH CARE 
Veterinary Care 
Develop a good working relationship with 
your veterinarian. He or she will be a valuable 
source of information on current dog care 
practices as well as providing other services 
as the need arises. As the dog's owner, you 
can oAcen perform routine procedures 
yourself but will also- have to obtain 
professional care when necessary. 
 
Adult Dogs Daily Care.   Monitor each dog's 
appetite and water intake as well as its 
faecal and urine output. Often small 
changes a in a dog's normal behaviour are 
the first signs of a health problem. 
 
 
 
 



 

Monthly care.  Trim nails and groom each 
dog. If a dog is shedding, grooming keeps its 
skin and coat healthy. Also use heartworm 
preventives and administer external parasite 
control (for fleas, lice, ticks, and so on) if 
needed. 
 
Six month care.  Work out a worming 
program for your dogs with your veterinarian. 
The type of wormer will depend on the 
incidence of intestinal parasites in your area. 
 
Yearly.  Administer vaccinations for 
distemper, parvovirus, corona, hepatitis, 
leptospirosis, parainAuenza, bordatella, and 
rabies (which is sometimes good for three 
years). A good time to vaccinate is in the 
early fall before training begins. If you are 
racing, it is recommended that boosters for 
parvo, corona, and kennel cough be given in 
December. 
 
Also perform a thorough physical exam on 
each dog in the yard in late summer so that if 
you find any problems, you have time to take 
care of them before fall. See Yearly and 
Prepurchase Exam section below for 
guidelines. 
 
Yearly and Pre-Purchase Exam 
When you look over your dog yard and 
decide that it is time to expand or improve 
the team, one way to accomplish this is to 

purchase a dog. There are 
many elements to consider 
when you buy a dog, but 
one of the most important 
is that the dog is healthy 
and will not introduce 

diseases into 

your dog yard. The following guidelines are 
intended to help you do a basic exam to 
reduce the chances of purchasing an 
unhealthy dog. These guidelines can also 
be used for doing a yearly exam of the dogs 
you already have. 
 
General attitude. A dog should be alert and 
interested in its surroundings. 
  
Weight and coat. A dog should be lean but 
not thin. It should have a healthy, shiny coat 
and skin that is a light pink with no raw 
areas or excessive Raking. Run your hand 
over the dog's whole body, checking for 
lumps, bumps, and sores. A dog in poor 
condition or with an unhealthy coat may be 
showing signs of conditions such as 
hypothyroidism, parasitism (internal 
parasites such as worms or coccidia, or 
external parasites such as lice, Reasor 
mange mites), malabsorption syndrome (an 
inability to absorb nutrients), or numerous 
other diseases. However, keep in mind that 
all dogs do not always look their best. Even 
a beautiful coat looks rough during shed- 
ding, and a female will shed after she has 
had pups. 
 
Eyes. The eyes should be clear without 
excessive tearing, redness, or a grey or blue 
haziness on the cornea.  The pupils should 
be symmetrical. 
 
Ears.  The ears should be clean inside 
without a pussy discharge and without foul 
odour. 
 

Nose .  There should be no nasal 
discharge, raw areas, or dry, crusty build 
up around the nostrils. 
 
Mouth. The mouth and teeth should be 
clean without any strong odours or 
excessive tartar build up. The gums 
should be pink without infection along the 
teeth-gum border. Check for broken teeth 
or an uneven bite. Dental disorders may 
contribute to poor appetite, poor attitude, 
or chronic infection. 
 
 



 

Respiration. A dog's normal heart rate is 100 
to 130 beats per minute, and its respiratory 
rate should be about 22 breaths per minute. 
These may both be elevated in an excited 
dog, and both will be hard to evaluate in the 
panting dog, but check for abnormal 
respiratory sounds. When you try a dog out, 
run it near the back of the team for at least 
part of the time, even if it is a lead dog, 
because it is difficult to hear abnormal 
respiratory sounds if the dog is too far ahead 
of you. Respiratory conditions are most easily 
detected when the dog is run fast or in warm 
temperatures, but any dog will show distress 
if it is run too hot. 
 
Muscles and bones. Check the dog for 
symmetry. Compare the muscles and joints 
of the two hind legs and of the two front legs. 
Swelling on the foot maybe an indication of 
an old metacarpal fracture; swollen wrists 
maybe a sign of arthritis. Asymmetrical 
muscle masses may indicate lameness or an 
unequal use of limbs. 
 
Feet. Check the feet for signs of scars or 
excessive licking between the pads 
(mahogany, discoloured hair). Examine the 
nails, and note if the dog has dewclaws. The 
importance of dewclaw removal on an adult 
depends on your plans for the dog. 
 
Rectum. Check the rectum for open sores, 
growths, or excessive swelling. 
 
Older dogs. An older dog is more likely to 
have disabling conditions than a young dog. 
Any valuable dog over 7 or 8 years of age 
deserves a complete exam by a veterinarian. 
This exam should include blood chemistries 
to evaluate liver and kidney function. X rays 
of the carpus (wrist) are also recommended 
because the wrist is one of the earliest joints 
to show signs of arthritis. Not al problems 
show up on X rays or blood work, but these 
tests may warn you of a developing condition. 
Don't be discouraged from purchasing older 
dogs; they can be valuable assets. Just be 
sure to pay some extra attention to their 
health as they age. 
 
 

Females to be used for breeding. Dogs 
intended for breeding also deserve special 
consideration. Before purchasing a female, 
ask if she has had regular heat cycles. Has 
she been on medications to delay or 
postpone heat cycles (this may affect 
fertility), or has she been treated for 
mismating? Has she ever had pups? What 
kind of mother is she? (Some dogs try to eat 
their pups.)  Examine the mammary glands 
for swelling; mammary tumours are not 
uncommon in older intact females. Examine 
her nipples for signs of frost bite. Severely 
frozen nipples are not functional. Examine 
the vulva for growths, swelling, or discharge. 
 
Males to be used for breeding. Make sure 
that a male that might be used for breeding 
has two normal size testicles. Check for 
excessive prepucial discharge. Also ask the 
seller if the dog has ever been bred. Has he 
ever had any medications? Anabolic 
steroids, for example, will reduce fertility. 
Low thyroid levels will decrease fertility in 
males as well as females. Also brucellosis is 
a sexually transmitted disease that should 
be tested for if it is a problem in your area. 



 

(Some countries make abrucellosis test an 
entrance requirement.) 
 
Other considerations. Before introducing a 
new dog into your yard, make sure that it is 
current on vaccinations and has recently 
been wormed. Check the dog closely for lice, 
mange, and fleas. If you are buying a dog 
with parasites, isolate it from the others until 
it has been treated. 
 
A good physical exam will not guarantee 
how well a dog is going to run, but it will help 
to uncover some conditions that would 
prevent it from performing to its potential. 
Every dog is going to have some faults, but 
a new dog should be healthy and should not 
infect your other dogs with any diseases. 

 
 



 

THINKING OF JOINING OUR CLUB? 
(we'd love to have you) 

 
 

Our Club membership is open to everybody with an interest in Siberian Huskies. You don't 
necessarily have to own one, although most of our members do. 
 
One of the greatest benefits of your membership is our quarterly magazine  

"The Husky Howler". 
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We are proud to present the newest additions to our family….We are proud to present the newest additions to our family….We are proud to present the newest additions to our family….We are proud to present the newest additions to our family…. 

PolarPeak Superstitious PolarPeak Superstitious PolarPeak Superstitious PolarPeak Superstitious –––– Phantom Phantom Phantom Phantom    
&&&&    

PolarPeak Freaky Friday PolarPeak Freaky Friday PolarPeak Freaky Friday PolarPeak Freaky Friday –––– Ziggy Ziggy Ziggy Ziggy    
((((DOBDOBDOBDOB: : : :     13131313thththth October, 2006 October, 2006 October, 2006 October, 2006)))) 

 
 
 
 

A very informative magazine loaded with heaps of interesting articles on health, nutrition, 
shows, sledding and members' stories. We try to cover as many different topics as we can 
and are always open to suggestions from our membership. 
 
• We also offer to our members a discount on entry fees to our conformation shows and 
 sledding events as well as priority booking for accommodation at these events. 
 
• We attend many expos and promotions throughout the year and our helpers will always 
 gain free admission to these. ie Rosehill Pet Expo and The Sydney Royal Easter Show. 
 
• Whilst we don't at this stage run any specialised training days, we are always available 
 for  help and advice. 
 
• We have some organised social activities each year including Picnic in the Park, 
Introduction to Sledding Day and H.U.G.s (see web page for details) 



 

BLOAT - THE MOTHER OF ALL EMERGENCIES 
(An article that was published in the Husky Howler in Spring 2006) 

 

Source : The Pet Health Care Library 
Address  (URL): http://www.VeterinaryPartner.com/Content.plx?P=A&A=672  
 
Factors Increasing the Risk of Bloating - Feeding only one meal a day or having closely related 
family members with a history of bloat  
 
There are many injuries and physical disorders that represent life-threatening emergencies. There 
is only one condition so drastic that it over shadows them all in terms of rapidity of consequences 
and effort in emergency treatment. This is the gastric dilatation and volvulus - the "bloat." 
 
What Is it and Why Is it so Serious? 
The normal stomach sits high in the abdomen and contains a small amount of gas, some mucus, 
and any food being digested. It undergoes a normal rhythm of contraction, receiving food from the 
esophageus above, grinding the food, and meting the ground food out to the small intestine at its 
other end. Normally this proceeds uneventfully except for the occasional burp. 
 
In the bloated stomach, gas and/or food stretches the stomach many 
times its normal size, causing tremendous abdominal pain. For reasons 
we do not fully understand, this grossly distended stomach has a 
tendency to rotate, thus twisting off not only its own blood supply but the 
only exit routes for the gas inside. Not only is this condition extremely 
painful but it is also rapidly life threatening. A dog with a bloated, twisted 
stomach (more scientifically called "Gastric Dilatation and Volvulus") will 
die in pain in a matter of hours unless drastic steps are taken. 
What Are the Risk Factors for Developing Bloat? 
 
Classically, this condition affects dog breeds which are said to be "deep 
chested," meaning the length of their chest from backbone to sternum is 
relatively long while the chest width from right to left is narrow. 
Examples of deep chested breeds would be the Great Dane, 
Greyhound, and the setter breeds. Still, any dog can bloat, even 
dachshunds and Chihuahuas. 
 
Dogs weighing more than 99 pounds have an approximate 20% risk of 
bloat 
 
Classically also, the dog had eaten a large meal and exercised heavily shortly thereafter. Still, we 
usually do not know why a given dog bloats on an individual basis. No specific diet or dietary 
ingredient has been proven to be associated with bloat. Some factors found to increase and 
decrease the risk of bloat are listed below: 
 
Factors Increasing the Risk of Bloating   Feeding only one meal a day Having closely related family 
members with a history of bloat  Eating rapidly  Being thin or underweight  Fearful or anxious 
temperament History of aggression towards people or other dogs  Male dogs are more likely to 
bloat than females  Older dogs (7 - 12 years) were the highest risk group.  Moistening dry food 
particularly if citric acid is listed as a preservative. 
 
 
Factors Decreasing the Risk of Bloat   Inclusion of canned dog food in the diet  Inclusion of table 
scraps in the diet  Happy or easy-going temperament  Eating 2 or more meals per day   Feeding a 
a dry food containing a calcium-rich meat meal (such as meat/lamb meal, fish meal, chicken by-
product meal, meat meal, or bone meal) listed in the first four ingredients of the ingredient list. 
 



 

 
Contrary to popular belief, the presence of cereal ingredients such as soy, wheat or corn in the first 
four ingredients of the ingredient list does not increase the risk of bloat. 
 
In a study done by the Perdue University Research Group, headed by Dr. Lawrence T. Glickman: 
 
The Great Dane was the #1 breed at risk for bloat 
The St. Bernard was the #2 breed at risk for bloat 
The Weimaraner was the #3 breed at risk for bloat 
 
How to Tell if Your Dog Has Bloated 
The dog may have an obviously distended stomach especially near the ribs but this is not always 
evident depending on the dog's body configuration. The biggest clue is the vomiting: the pet 
appears highly nauseated and is retching but little is coming up. If this is seen, rush your dog to the 
veterinarian IMMEDIATELY. 
 
What Has to Be Done 
There are several steps to saving a bloated dogs life. Part of the problem is that all steps should be 
done at the same time and as quickly as possible. 
 
First: The Stomach Must Be Decompressed 
The huge stomach is by now pressing on the major blood vessels carrying blood back to the heart. 
This stops normal circulation and sends the dog into shock. Making matters worse, the stomach 
tissue is dying because it is stretched too tightly to allow blood circulation through it. There can be 
no recovery until the stomach is untwisted and the gas released. A stomach tube and stomach 
pump are generally used for this but sometime surgery is needed to achieve stomach 
decompression. 
 
Also First: Rapid IV Fluids Must be Given to Reverse the Shock Intravenous catheters are placed 
and life-giving fluid solutions are rushed in to replace the blood that cannot get past the bloated 
stomach to return to the heart. The intense pain associated with this disease causes the heart rate 
to race at such a high rate that heart failure will result. Medication to resolve the pain is needed if 
the patient's heart rate is to slow down. Medication for shock, antibiotics and electrolytes are all 
vital in stabilizing the patient.  Also First: The Heart Rhythm Is Assessed and Stabilized.  There is a 
special very dangerous rhythm problem, called a "premature ventricular contraction" or "pvc," 
associated with bloat and it must be ruled out. If it is present, intravenous medications are needed 
to stabilize the rhythm. Since this rhythm problem may not be evident until even the next day 
continual EKG monitoring may be necessary. Disturbed heart rhythm already present at the 
beginning of treatment is associated with a 38% mortality rate. 
 
Getting the bloated dog's stomach decompressed and reversing the shock is an adventure in itself 
but the work is not yet half finished. 
 
Surgery 
All bloated dogs, once stable, should have surgery. Without surgery, the damage done inside 
cannot be assessed or repaired plus bloat may recur at any point, even within the next few hours 
and the above adventure must be repeated. Surgery, called gastropexy, allows the stomach to be 
tacked into normal position so that it may never again twist. Without gastropexy, the recurrence 
rate of bloat may be as high as 75%! 
 
Assessment of the internal damage is also very important to recovery. If there is a section of dying 
tissue on the stomach wall, this must be discovered and removed or the dog will die despite the 
heroics described above. Also, the spleen, which is located adjacent to the stomach, may twist with 
the stomach. The spleen may require removal, too.  If the tissue damage is so bad that part of the 
stomach must be removed, the mortality rate jumps to 28% to 38%. If the tissue damage is so bad 
that the spleen must be removed, the mortality rate is 32% to 38%.After the expense and effort of 
the stomach decompression, it is tempting to forgo the further expense of surgery. However, 



 

consider that the next time your dog bloats, you may not be there to catch it in time and, according 
the study described below, without surgery there is a 24% mortality rate and a 76% chance of re-
bloating at some point. The best choice is to finish the treatment that has been started and have 
the abdomen explored. If the stomach can be surgically tacked into place, recurrence rate drops to 
6%. 
 
Results of a Statistical Study 
In 1993, a statistical study involving 134 dogs with gastric dilatation and volvulus was conducted by 
the School of Veterinary Medicine in Hanover, Germany. 
 
Out of 134 dogs that came into the hospital with this condition:   10% died or were euthanized prior 
to surgery (factors involved included expense of treatment, severity/advancement of disease, etc.)  
33 dogs were treated with decompression and no surgery. Of these dogs, 8 (24%) died or were 
euthanized within the next 48 hours due to poor response to treatment. (Six of these 8 had actually 
re-bloated).  Of the dogs that did not have surgical treatment but did survive to go home, 76% had 
another episode of gastric dilatation and volvulus eventually.  88 dogs were treated with both 
decompression and surgery. Of these dogs, 10% (9 dogs) died in surgery, 18% (16 dogs) died in 
the week after surgery, 71.5% (63 dogs) went home in good condition. Of the dogs that went home 
in good condition, 6% (4 dogs) had a second episode of bloat later in life.  In this study 66.4% of 
the bloated dogs were male and 33.6% were female. Most dogs were between ages 7 and 12 
years old. The German Shepherd dog and the Boxer appeared to have a greater risk for bloating 
than did other breeds. 
 
(Meyer-Lindenberg A., Harder A., Fehr M., Luerssen D., Brunnberg L. Treatment of gastric 
dilatation-volvulus and a rapid method for prevention of relapse in dogs: 134 cases (1988-1991) 
Journal of the AVMA, Vol 23, No 9, Nov 1 1993, 1301-1307.) 
 
In is crucially important that owners of big dogs be aware of this condition and prepared for it. 
Know where to take your dog during overnight or Sunday hours for emergency care. Avoid 
exercising your dog after a large meal. Know what to watch for. Enjoy the special friendship a large 
dog provides but at the same time be aware of the large dog's special needs and concerns. 
 
 
Copyright 2001 - 2006 by the Veterinary Information Network, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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Measuring your Dog for a Sledding Harness  

Some Advice about 
Measuring:  
The measurements you'll need to take will 
depend on whether you want a sledding 
harness or a weight- pull harness. 

Please read the "How to Measure " 
section and instructions for each harness 
type carefully. If you are having difficulty 
understanding the instructions or 
measuring your dog you are welcome to 
contact us - measuring a dog correctly is 
not always easy.  We would be happy to 
help you and can let you know if the 
measurements you have taken seem 
about right for the breed, weight and age 
of your dog. 

NOTE:  Point D  is not at the same 
position for both harness types. 

 

IMPORTANT - How to Measure :   
When measuring a dog for a harness, the tape measure 
must be held tight against the dog's skin - this is where the 
harness sits when the dog is pulling. Take the 
measurements a few times until you are getting consistent 
results. 

Your dog must be in the standing position when he/she is 
measured, and your dog must be standing straight - you’ll 
get some pretty strange measurements from a dog who 
has twisted around to see what you are doing! 

Neck fit is critical - take neck measurements on both sides 
of the dog until they are equal (if they are not equal your 
dog was not looking straight ahead). 

Do not swap harnesses between dogs unless you are sure 
they fit correctly - each dog has different measurements 
and what is comfortable for one dog may rub or even 
contribute to injury in another. 

X-BACK SLEDDING HARNESS  

If ordering a Sledding Harness, record your measure ments on the Sledding Harness   
Measurement Form  and enclose with your Order Form  and payment.  

The X-back sledding harness is designed so that, when leaning into the harness, the weight of the load being pulled is 
transferred through to the neck and chest area of the dog. The A-D and BDC sections are therefore load-bearing and will 
be tight when the dog is pulling. The X-back section over the loin is non-load bearing and should remain fairly loose so 
that the dog may arch its back when pulling. This section is incorporated into the harness to assist with keeping the 
harness on the dog and assist in handling the harnessed dog. 

 

What to Measure : 

You will need to take 5 measurements: MEASURE YOUR DOG'S STRUCTURE - DO NOT MEASURE FUR!  

 
1.   A - B  Neck  From centre front of the dog’s shoulder blades at the base 

of the neck (A) to the point just above the breastbone (B).  
Measure one side only, do not measure all the way around. 

2.   B - C Breastbone to Base of Tail   From the point just above the breastbone (B), between the 
front legs to the base of the tail (C - to find the base of the 
tail, hold the tail up). When pulling, the harness should not 
fold the tail down. 

3.   A - C Shoulder to Base of Tail  From the centre front of the dog’s shoulder blades (A) 
directly along the spine the the point at the base of the tail 
(C).  This gives us an idea of the shape of your dog. 

4.  A - D Shoulder to Last Rib  From the centre front of the dog’s shoulder blades (A) to 
the point where the breastbone-to-base-of-tail line (B - C) 
crosses the last rib (D). 

5.   B - D Breastbone to Last Rib  From the top of the breastbone (B), between the front legs 
and along the B-C line to the point where you feel the last 
rib (D). 

   



 

 

 

Remember:The fit of the harness is only as good as the measurements you 
provide. 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample Measurements : 

 
As a rough guide, some fairly average measurements are: 

 

Adult Alaskan Malamute  
Measurement 1.  A-B:    11 - 13 inches 
Measurement 2.  B-C:    31 - 37 inches 
Measurement 3.  A-C:    22 - 26 inches 
Measurement 4.  A-D:    13 - 16 inches 
Measurement 5.  B-D:    18 - 21 inches 

Adult Siberian Husky  
Measurement 1.  A-B:    8 - 11 inches 
Measurement 2.  B-C:    26 - 31 inches 
Measurement 3.  A-C:    18 - 21 inches 
Measurement 4.  A-D:    12 - 15 inches 
Measurement 5.  B-D:    16 - 19 inches 

 

Remember: THIS IS A ROUGH GUIDE ONLY. If your dog is larger or smaller than the average adult 
Malamute or Husky, or if your dog is a different breed, your measurements could well be outside the 
ranges indicated above. If your measurements are considerably different from these, please measure 
again. 
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LATEST KICKBIKE - Now in AUSTRALIA 

The Kickbike XCountry model offers Custom made hi-ten steel frame; RST Capa TL-suspension fork; 
Alhonga disk brake – front; Dual pivot alum. Brake – rear; Tektro alloy brake levers; Downhill type handle 
bars and head stem; a slip resistant footboard; and double wall light-weight alloy rims  

CONTACT: CHRIS and RACHEL COBB. 

PHONE: (H) 02-62424042 (M) 0417 450565 

EMAIL: Shyvarne@bigpond.net.au 

WEBSITE: www.kickbike.com 

 



 

 

                                     Application for Membership Renewal    SHCNSW Inc               
           Sheri Bain                      

 (1 May 2010  -  30 April 2011) P.O. Box 4061 
   Londonderry NSW 2753 

                                                                                              
 Please Print Information: 
 

 SURNAME   _____________________________________ FIRST NAME   ________________________________ 
 

 SURNAME   _____________________________________ FIRST NAME   ________________________________ 
 

 CHILDREN NAME(S) and DATE OF BIRTH if Family Membership (please read Membership Interpretation on reverse) 
 
     Child 1_______________________________Child 2___________________________Child 3_____________________________ 
 

 ADDRESS   ________________________________________________________ POST CODE   __________ 
 

 PHONE   (     )________________     FAX:   (     )                                          MOBILE     
 

 E-MAIL                                                               HOME PAGE:       
 

 YOUR KENNEL PREFIX (IF ANY):      
 

  Do you wish to have the above details published on the Club’s Internet Homepage:   YES / NO 
 Dogs NSW (or any other Australian state or territory kennel control) Registration number     
 

 Note  (Please circle all that apply): (please refer to Membership Interpretation on reverse) 
     I/We hereby apply for (Associate / Single / Dual / Family/ Family Associate) Membership of  

THE SIBERIAN HUSKY CLUB OF NSW Inc. and in making this application, agree to be bound by the Rules and 
Regulations of the DOGS NSW Ltd. and the Rules and Regulations, By-Laws, and the Code of Ethics of THE 
SIBERIAN HUSKY CLUB OF NSW Inc for the time being in force. 

 

 The amount of $                 is enclosed as payment in full for the joining and annual Membership Fee. 
MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO: SHCNSW Inc. 

 

 APPLICANT SIGNATURE                                                            CC #                  ___DATE          /       /___ 

 APPLICANT SIGNATURE                                                            CC#               ____  DATE         /       /____ 

  
OPTIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE: 

Your Main Interests (in order 1 - 3): Show                      Race                     Obedience Training      
 

 What subjects would you like most covered in the SHCNSW Journal:          
                
 

Would you like to do something for the Club?: (place an "X" after all that apply) 
 Submit Articles                              Submit Artwork                                Printing   
 Provide Legal Counsel                   Draw/Cartoons                                  Submit Poetry     
 Help with Displays                         Help with Shows                               Help with Racing     
 Run for office                                 Provide Sponsorship                         Help with Obedience   
 
 

  Club use only   

 FEES PAID: RECEIPT NO: TREASURER:  

 DATE: MEMBER NO: SECRETARY:  

MEMBERSHIP INTERPRETATION & FEES 
 

 



 

Associate Member:  means a person who is not a financial member of Dogs NSW or any other Australian state/territory kennel 
control, who has been admitted as a member of the Club and who shall not be entitled to hold office or vote at a general 
meeting of the Club but shall otherwise be entitled to enjoy all other privileges of membership as laid down in the rules and 
by-laws of the Club. Annual fee  $25.00 

 
Single Member:   means a person 21 years of age or older and is a financial member of Dogs NSW or any other Australian 

state/territory kennel control, who has been admitted as a member of the club and shall be entitled to one (1) vote and 
providing he/she is a resident of NSW, may stand for committee. Annual fee  $25.00             

 
Dual Member:    means one (1) of any two (2) persons of one (1) family, residing in the same household, or one (1) of any 

two (2) persons who are partners in the conduct or a kennel having the same prefix in their joint names and are both financial 
members of Dogs NSW or any other Australian state/territory kennel control, who has been admitted as a member of the club 
and shall be entitled each to one (1) vote and, providing he/she is a resident of NSW, may each stand for committee.     
Annual fee  $35.00             

 
Family Member:  means not more than two (2) persons entitled to single membership of the club plus any dependant children 

under the age of 21 years who reside in the same household who has been admitted as members of the club.  The persons 
entitled to single membership must be financial members of Dogs NSW or any other Australian state/territory kennel control 
and shall be entitled to one (1) vote each and providing he/she is a resident of NSW, may stand for committee.  Should not 
more than one (1) person not be a financial member of Dogs NSW or any other Australian state/territory kennel control, 
he/she shall not be entitled to hold office or vote at a general meeting of the club but shall otherwise be entitled to enjoy all 
other privileges of membership as laid down in the rules and by-laws of the club. Annual fee  $35.00             

 
Family Associate Member: means a person over  the age of 21, whose Parents hold Family Membership and have been admitted as a 

member of the Club and who shall not be entitled to hold office or vote at a general meeting of the club but shall otherwise be 
entitled to enjoy all other privileges of membership as laid down in the rules and by-laws of the Club (excluding the Club 
magazine The Husky Howler) Annual fee   $5.00 

 

The Financial Year of the Club commences on 1 May each year, and terminates on 30 April the following year 
 

Dogs NSW Code of Ethics: 
1.  A Member shall, at all times, ensure that all dogs under that Member's control are properly housed, fed, watered, exercised and receive proper veterinary 

attention as and when required. 
1A.  A Member shall permit any person authorised in writing by the Secretary of Dogs NSW, pursuant to a resolution of the Board of Directors, to enter and inspect 

any premises owned or occupied by the member for the purpose of investigating compliance with Regulation 1 of this code. 
2.  A Member shall not allow any dogs under that Member's care to roam at large and, when away from home, shall ensure that they are kept fully leashed or 

under effective control at all times. 
3.  A Member shall breed only with the intent of maintaining and/or improving the standard of the Breed. 
3A.  Members who are breeders shall strive to eliminate hereditary diseases within their breed.  
4.  A bitch shall not be bred from unless it has reached adequate maturity.  (No matings before twelve (12) months) and is in good health and thereafter not more 

than twice in each succeeding period of twelve (12) months.  In the event a bitch is bred twice in twelve months then under no circumstances will another litter 
be registered for that bitch for a period of twelve months after a second litter.  (However, Applications for Registrations of litters whelped outside this Code 
will be considered for registration by the DOGS NSW Code of Ethics Committee) 

5.  A Member shall not knowingly permit any of that Member's pure bred dogs to be mated to a dog of a different breed, to a cross-bred dog, or to any 
unregistered dog of the same breed or a dog on the Limited or Associate Register (except that guide dogs and working dogs shall be an exception to this 
prohibition). 

6.  A Member shall not sell or otherwise transfer form that Member's care any puppy under eight (8) weeks of age, thus allowing for vaccination which must be 
given at six (6) weeks of age, and for the necessary ten (10) to fourteen (14) days for the vaccine to take effect. 

7.  A Member shall ensure that all persons acquiring dogs from that Member clearly understand their responsibility for the care and welfare of the animal and that 
they have the time and facilities (ie adequate fences, sufficient room and proper shelter, etc.) to perform their obligations. 

8.  A Member shall provide to all purchasers of dogs sold or placed by that Member, written details of all dietary and immunisation requirements and/or 
appropriate publications relating to such requirements and responsible dog ownership. 

9.  A Member shall not sell any dog to commercial dog wholesalers or retail pet dealers, who are not registered with the joint DOGS NSW/PIJAC Australia Pet 
Shop Accreditation Scheme or directly or indirectly allow a dog to be given as a prize or donation in a contest of any kind. 

10. A Member shall not KNOWINGLY misrepresent the characteristics of the breed. 
11. A Member shall ensure that when selling or transferring a dog to another person that documents, as required by the Regulations, are provided to the purchaser 

of the dog, however if documents are withheld for any reason, the Member must still comply with Regulations 7, 8, 10, & 12 of this Code. 
12.  Upon the sale of the dog a Member shall supply the new owner with a current vaccination certificate signed by a Veterinary Surgeon evidencing that the dog 

has been immunised against Canine Distemper, Hepatitis, and Parvo Virus. 
13.  No dog should be sold in a state of ill health. 
14.  Non-compliance with Regulations 1 or 1A of this Code is deemed misconduct. 
15.  A Member, who is a breeder, must register all litters that they breed. 
16.  A Member who provides or makes available a dog for use in a film, advertisement, promotion, any media or public display must use reasonable care to ensure 

that:(a) the dog is portrayed in a fashion consistent with its breed characteristics and temperament as described in the Standard of the breed, and(b) the dog is 
presented in a fashion that is unlikely to create a negative reaction to dogs generally or that breed in particularly and that if there is any likelihood of a negative 
impression, this is at the same time corrected through the development of a story line that presents the dog or the breed (as appropriate) in a balanced fashion. 

 

SHCNSW Inc. ADDITIONS: 
17. I will display good sportsmanship at all canine activities. 
18. I will attempt to help any novice exhibitors and breeders, and Siberian Husky fanciers. 
19.  I will follow up on all dogs sold or placed by myself, and offer assistance or advice for as long as the new owners require. 
20.  I will encourage any interested person, especially new SIBERIAN HUSKY owners, to join THE SIBERIAN HUSKY CLUB OF NSW Inc.  

 


